RICHARD S. DADE
75 Wilshire Park
Newton, Massachusetts
Previous School: Middlebury College

Watch the pins fall: then look at the score sheet with its rows of strikes: we all know who's at the other end of the alley. It's "Dead-Eye" Dick hurling the ball down at 60 per, in deadly accuracy. No less uncertain were his putts at par. Dick Dade's Diary Inn, to be known to patrons as "The Flintlock" was but one of them which restaurateur Dade conceived for the Finance class. Whether it be in business or any other line of endeavor, success should be inevitable for anyone with the good nature and fine sense of honor which Dick is fortunate enough to possess.

EDWARD H. D'ATRI
Courtland Hotel
Canton, Ohio
Previous School: Roxbury Academy

Ed is the only pilot in this year's class and although he takes very little of his ability here at school, in professional circles he is known as "Downwind" D'Attri. He has had many successful conquests, both in the air and on the ground, and it is not for us to decide which were the most spectacular. Ed is of the quiet, retiring type, and can generally be found at home. However, he does go out occasionally. And there will be many broken hearts in the Greater Boston area this June when Ed leaves. We know he will feel badly alone. To the laymen it seems impossible that he could love that many girls! Ed has always wanted to go to South America, but it has been a difficult task to find out whether he was more interested in the business opportunities or in the oft-pictured luxuriant, South American way of living.

ROBERT C. DENNISON
43 Prospect Avenue
Montclair, New Jersey
Previous School: Cheshire Academy

At 4:35 almost every day a blue rooster could be seen strutting away from the campus toward nearby seminaries. On week ends this same car headed out for more distant points. It was Rob's own. Rob Dennison taking seriously his duties as Chairman of the Social Committee. Rob got more social mileage than most of us and more social results. Between times, "Denny" planned and worked in preparation for the paper pulp business. He seems well fitted for it, having shown marked aptitude as a cracker.

CLARENCE E. DeORSEY
84 Hackett Street
Lewiston, Maine
Previous School: Northbridge High School

It was "C.E." who proved to us that the only way to keep ahead of the times is with the Tribune. One year the ping-pong champion of Northridge, located "just over the hill:" the next a plunger into the wilds of Maine, facing the grave problem of finding a safe bank in which to deposit his savings. And we know, too, through experience, that he'll find one if there is one. There is hardly a sport in which "C.E." has not participated to some degree, and there is no doubt in our minds that he will maintain his high batting average in the business world. When all else fails, "C.E.'s" spontaneous wit and sense of humor will carry him over any obstacles.
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RICHARD S. DADE
75 Wilshire Park
Newton, Massachusetts

Previous School: Middlebury College

Watch the pins fall, then look at the score sheet with its rows of strikes: we all know who’s at the other end of the alley. It’s “Dead-Eye” Dick hurling the ball down at 60 per, in deadly accuracy. No less uncertain were his pet promotions. Dick Dade’s Dirty Diet, to be known to posterity as “The Finkoff” was but one of them which restaurateur Dade conceived for the Finance class. Whether it be in business or any other line of endeavor, success should be inevitable for anyone with the good nature and fine sense of honor which Dick is fortunate enough to possess.

EDWARD H. D’ATHI
Courtland Hotel
Canons, Ohio

Previous School: Roxbury Academy

Ed is the only pilot in this year’s class and although he takes very little of his ability here at school, in professional circles he is known as “Down-wind” D’Athi. He has had many successful conquests, both on the air and on the ground, and it is not for us to decide which were the most spectacular. Ed is of the quiet, retiring type and can generally be found at home. However, he does go out occasionally. And there will be many broken hearts in the Greater Boston area this June when Ed leaves. We know he will feel badly alone. To the laymen it seems impossible that he could love that many girls! Ed has always wanted to go to South America, but it has been a difficult task to find out whether he was more interested in the business opportunities or in the oft-pictured luxurios, South American way of living.
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ROBERT G. DENISON
45 Prospect Avenue
Montclair, New Jersey

Previous School: Cheshire Academy

At 4:35 almost every day a blue roadster could be seen streaking away from the campus toward nearby seminaries. On week ends this same car headed out for more distant points. It was Rob- son’s own. Rob Denison taking seriously his duties as Chairman of the Social Committee. Rob got more social mileage than most of us and more social results. Between times, “Denny” planned and worked in preparation for the paper pulp business. He seems well fitted for it, having shown marked aptitude as a crasher.

CLARENCE E. DeORSEY
84 Hackett Street
Lewiston, Maine

Previous School: Northbridge High School

It was “C.E.” who proved to us that the only way to keep ahead of the times is with the Business. One year the ping-pong champion of Northbridge, located “just over the hill,” the next, a plunger into the wilds of Maine, facing the grave problem of finding a safe bank in which to deposit his savings. And we know, too, through experience, that he’ll find one if there is one. There is hardly a sport in which “C.E.” has not participated to some degree, and there is no doubt in our minds that he will maintain his high batting average in the business world. When all else fails, “C.E.’s” spontaneous wit and sense of humor will carry him over any obstacles.
THE SENIOR CLASS OF

THEODORE DONALDSON
35 Beverly Road
West Orange, New Jersey
Previous School: Washington & Lee University
Tall, dark, and handsome— we will always remember "Duke" as an able classmate, a sincere student, and a popular fellow. He brings a good time to any group and takes a good time away for himself. Sweden holds lavatories and after his university interests and his favorite topics, far is this direction lies his future.

ROBERT F. EVEREST
28 Birch Road
West Hartford, Connecticut
Previous School: Colgate University
Good, common sense should take Bob far. He is practical in all he does, with a hard head that will dodge many bumps and shunt off many others. Those who know him admire Bob's straightforwardness, his courage, and the certain amount of tenacity that brings on to accomplishment. The electrical wiring device industry is getting one of Bobson's finest men when Bob goes "on the road" in June.

NINETEEN HUNDRED FORTY

JAMES H. FLNN, JR.
1500 Harvard Road
Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Previous School: Princeton University
Who among us can possibly forget him, this good fellow with the build of Hercules and the innocence of Daphne? A Puritan of wit, the last of his kind, he often seemed deeply engrossed till some swiftly made his presence known among us. There is none to whom we more sincerely wish success than to "Bacco."

GEORGE M. FOSTER
67 Curves Street
Wellesley, Massachusetts
Previous School: Holy Cross
After graduating from college, George decided to further equip himself to enter upon a business career. We are glad he chose Bobson. His cheerful smile and sunny disposition, both in the classroom and on the basketball court, were assets which did not seem to suffer depletion with age or trial. In the evenings he let us in at the library; at the Community Theatre perform he was less generous.
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THEODORE DONALDSON
36 Beverly Road
West Orange, New Jersey
Previous School: Washington & Lee University
Tall, dark, and handsome—we will always remember "Duke" as an able classmate, a sincere student, and a regular fellow. He brings a good time to any group and takes a good time away for himself. Sweden holds liabilities and after he is one of his keenest interests and his favorite topics, far in this direction lies his future.

ROBERT F. EVEREST
38 Birch Road
West Hartford, Connecticut
Previous School: Colgate University
Good, common sense should take Bob far. He is practical in all he does, with a hard head that will dodge many bumps and shunt off many others. Those who know him admire Bob's straightforwardness, his courage, and the certain amount of tenacity that brings on to accomplishment. The electrical wiring device industry is getting one of Babson's finest men when Bob goes "on the road" in June.

JAMES H. FLANN, JR.
1000 Harvard Road
Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Previous School: Princeton University
Who among us can possibly forget him, this good fellow with the build of Hercules and the innocence of Daphne? A Punicus of wit, the last of his kind, he often seemed deeply engrossed till some swift salvo made his presence known among us. There is none to whom we more sincerely wish success than to "Bozo."

GEORGE M. FOSTER
87 Curve Street
Wellesley, Massachusetts
Previous School: Holy Cross
After graduating from college, George decided to further equip himself to enter upon a business career. We are glad he chose Babson. His cheerful smile and sunny disposition, both in the classroom and on the basketball court, were assets which did not seem to suffer depletion with age or trial. In the evenings he sat in at the library; at the Community Theatre perform he was less generous.
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HARRY W. GEE, JR.
Stumma's Lene
Wheeling, West Virginia
Previous School: Linnell Institute

A familiar sight on campus has been Harry and his camera. Neither dark at night nor fury of storm stayed our sturdy photographer in his quest for pictorial memorials of school life. A good student, a fine athlete, and a good sportsman, he will be long remembered by us all. His demonstration of the method of closing a sale should go down in history. The Gee Electric Company will indeed profit by its acquisition of this staunch Bobson mom.

PHILIP GODDARD
50 Fairview Avenue
Brookline, Massachusetts
Previous School: Choate School

Nailed on the "Finish," Phil has long since won his laurels on the track. He has kept in practice by jogging daily from class to the dining room of Pond Manor in record time. Quick to burst into flames, equally quick to cool, his warm and friendly nature has made him a friend of all. When Phil starts a thing, he sees it through to the finish, win, lose, or draw—an excellent quality in any budding businessman who hopes to keep in the running.

NINETEEN HUNDRED FORTY

WILLIAM L. GORMAN, JR.
36 Stone Avenue
Bradford, Pennsylvania
Previous School: Bradford High School

Bill, who hails from down Bradford way, combines the ability to see a job through with one of the best dispositions we have ever observed. Whether in conference discussion or in any other form of personal association, he is the type of man whose opinions are never drowned without a quillant struggle—the type of material of which leadership is made. It seems inevitable that whatever business Bill chooses, he will be a success in it, because he can lead or follow, influentially.

LEUT. H. L. HENDRICK
1651 Pinn Avenue
Fort Worth, Texas
Previous School: U. S. Naval Academy

The Lieutenant has pushed victoriously through his studies with the merciless force of a dreadnought. When he gets going we are reminded of the big guns and have a contended feeling that our "first line of defense" is entrusted to such men. Our best wishes go with him and his friendly family as they return to our defense in a perilous time.
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HARRY W. GEE, JR.
Stonem's Lane
Wheeling, West Virginia
Previous School: Linley Institute
A fixture on campus has been Harry and his camera. Neither dark of night nor fury of storm stayed our sturdy photographer in his quest for pictorial memorials of school life. A good student, a fine athlete, and a good sportman, he will be long remembered by all. His demonstration of the method of closing a sale should go down in history. The Gee Electric Company will indeed profit by its acquisition of this staunch Bobson nom.

PHILIP GODDARD
38 Fairview Avenue
Brockton, Massachusetts
Previous School: Choate School
Railed on the "Flash," Phil has long since won his laurels on the track. He has kept in practice by jogging daily from class to the dining room of Park Manor in record time. Quick to burst into flame, equally quick to cool, his warm and friendly nature has made him a friend of all. When Phil starts a thing, he sees it through to the finish, win, lose, or draw -- an excellent quality in any budding businessman who hopes to keep in the running.

NINETEEN HUNDRED FORTY

WILLIAM L. GORMAN, JR.
28 Stone Avenue
Bradford, Pennsylvania
Previous School: Bradford High School
Bill, who hails from down Bradford way, combines the ability to see a job through with one of the best dispositions we have ever observed. Whether in conference discussion or any other form of personal association, he is the type of man whose opinions are never dreamed without a candid struggle -- the type of material of which leadership is made. It seems inevitable that whatever business Bill chooses, he will be a success in it, because he can lead or follow, influentially.

LIEUT. H. L. HENDRICK
1661 Fifth Avenue
Fort Worth, Texas
Previous School: U. S. Naval Academy
The Lieutenant has pushed victoriously through his studies with the merciless force of a dreadnought. When he gets going we are reminded of the big guns and have a contemptuous feeling that our "first line of defense" is entrenched in such men. Our best wishes go with him and his friendly family as they return to our defense in a perilous time.
THE SENIOR CLASS OF

JOSEPH S. HOOVER
219 W. Summit Street
North Canton, Ohio
Previous School: Dartmouth

Undoubtedly "Woy Joe" has been an outstanding man in his class, being most versatile and active. He has starred at football and basketball, excelled in bowling and skiing, been a scholastic leader in all his classes, and has shown unchallenged talent in musical and social activities. There is so much perserverence in his smiling, frank, and pleasant make-up that it is hard to imagine the housewife who will be able to refuse to buy a Hoover Cleaner from Joe.

SAMUEL W. HOWELL
122 Edgewater Lane
Rochester, New York
Previous School: Westminster

With a zest and a cloud of powdered snow, a skier goes by and it does not take much of an imagination to know that this is fun. Every week and this winter he has gone north to "hit the boards." And on the whole, they have been very busy week ends. Sam is going to work for American Can and he should do well in that business as he has practically lived out of cans during these week ends. On the campus many an activity has had the stimulus of his pleasant personality and leadership.

NINETEEN HUNDRED FORTY

NEAL JACOBS
25 Chestnut Road
Needham, Mass.
Previous School: Harvard

What would the classroom and library be like without his wit and dissertations, upholding the dignity of membership in "the brotherhood of educated men"? A capable student as a scholar ship man should be. Longest remembered though will be his unfailing good humor and elevations.

GEORGE F. JOHNSON, JR.
29 Summer Street
Weston, Massachusetts
Previous School: Trinity College

"Squeaky" is famous for his noisy ears and hisumbling ability. When ears and things were not running as smoothly as they should be, George was always ready and willing to relieve the friction or tension by some droll twist. So it is not so remarkable that jingle cars always suffered for his jackets, whether production trips or more romantic ones. The service side of a department store or credit agency may soon call for this ability to make a little go a long way.
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JOSEPH S. HOOVER
210 W. Summit Street
North Canton, Ohio
Previous School: Dartmouth

Undoubtedly "Wry Joe" has been an outstanding man in his class, being most versatile and active. He has starred at football and basketball, excelled in bowling and skiing, been a scholastic leader in all his classes, and has shown unchallenged talent in musical and social activities. There is so much perserverence in his smiling, frank, and personable make-up that it is hard to imagine the housewife who will be able to refuse to buy a Hoover Cleaner from Joe.

SAMUEL W. HOWELL
122 Edgemere Lane
Rochester, New York
Previous School: Westminster

With a swirl and a cloud of powdered snow, a skier goes by and it does not take much of an imagination to know that this is Sam. Every week end this winter he has gone North to "hit the hounds." And on the whole, they have been very easy week ends. Sam is going to work for American Can and he should do well in that business as he has practically lived out of cases during these week ends. On the campus many an activity has had the stimulus of his pleasant personality and leadership.

NINETEEN HUNDRED FORTY

NEAL JACOBS
25 Chestnut Road
Needham, Mass.
Previous School: Harvard

What would the classroom and library be like without his wit and dissertations, upholding the dignity of membership in "the brotherhood of educated men"? A capable student as a scholarship man should be. Leastest remembered though will be his unflitting good humor and cleverness.

GEORGE F. JOHNSON, JR.
20 Summer Street
Weston, Massachusetts
Previous School: Trinity College

"Squeaky" is famous for his noisy ears and his tumbling ability. When ears and things were not rumbling as smoothly as they should be, George was always ready and willing to relieve the friction or tension by some deft twist. So it is not so remarkable that cautious ears always suffered for his jackets, whether production trips or more romantic ones. The service side of a department store or credit agency may soon call for this ability to make a little go a long way.
THE SENIOR CLASS OF

CHARLES T. JONES, III
Lundale Farm
Oak Hill, West Virginia
Previous School: High School

"Tandy" is a big boy — in stature, school activities, and popularity. There is little that Charlie cannot do, and probably nothing he hasn't tried to do. He took the cool industry apart while he was here and what he didn't know, from living in the center of the cool district, he found out. Perseverance is one of his finest characteristics — one that many of us covet. Now that he is growing up in more than one direction, we are certain that no problem will be sufficiently difficult to daunt him.

WILLIAM H. KERSHAW
2717 Collingwood Street
Toledo, Ohio
Previous School: Miami University

As 8:25 A.M. and up the concrete walk to Lynn plucks this finished exponent of the "savoir-faire" of cafe society. To observe him in conference, one might think his thoughts to be miles away; many an instructor, too, has marvelled at his addresses, only to have Bill expound one of his theories in a way that truly amazed us all. Good-natured and possessing a unique sense of humor, Bill could get a laugh without doing so at the expense of someone else. The world likes this kind and he should go places.

NINETEEN HUNDRED FORTY

ROBERT L. KEYES
3500 Humboldt Avenue, SE.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Previous School: Hamline University

Out of the Middle West came Bob bringing with him a subtle humor rare in this region, but proven among the pages of this book. We could not have hoped for a more willing and cooperative worker to help us in our journalistic strife. He enjoyed a good time and knew where to find it — it certainly didn't take him long to discover the location of our beloved Burschman Room and renowned Zephyr corps. He was no slouch on the tennis courts either, and this sport should serve to keep him physically fit to meet the rigors of a modern milling business.

DONALD B. KIRKPATRICK
61 Thomas Street
Portland, Maine
Previous School: Bowdoin

"I.B." come to us from "down in Maine." He brought with him a variety of musical instruments, a wood-carving set, a collection of pipes, and many other miscellaneous items, plus a pleasing personality. A lot of wit, and even more common sense. He ability as a speaker and a storyteller is unmatched, and it will be a long time before his classmates forget his classic illustration of impertinence in Public Speaking class. He is best described by this quotation: "Born for success he seems."
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CHARLES T. JONES, III
Loudale Farm
Oak Hill, West Virginia
Previous School: Hun School

"Tandy" is a big boy — in stature, school activities, and popularity. There is little that Charlie cannot do, and probably nothing he hasn't tried to do. He took the cool industry apart while he was here and what he didn't know, from living in the center of the cool district, he found out. Perseverance is one of his finest characteristics — one that many of us covet. Now that he is growing up in more than one direction, we are certain that no problem will be sufficiently difficult to daunt him.
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ROBERT L. KEYES
3509 Humboldt Avenue, So.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Previous School: Hamline University

Out of the Middle West came Bob bringing with him a subtle humor rare in any region, but prominent among the pages of this book. We could not have hoped for a more willing and co-operative worker to help us in our journalistic strife. He enjoyed a good time and knew where to find it — it certainly didn't take him long to discover the location of our beloved Bunkhouse Room and renowned Zombie coop. He was no slouch on the tennis courts either, and this sport should serve to keep him physically fit to meet the rigors of a modern milling business.

WILLIAM H. KERSHAW
2717 Collingwood Street
Toledo, Ohio
Previous School: Miami University

8:29 1/3 A.M. and up the concrete walk to Lyon plots this finished exponent of the "avant-faire" of college society. To observe him in conference, one might think his thoughts to be miles away; many an instructor, too, has made this misconception, only to have Bill exhibit one of his theories in a way that truly amazed us all. Good natured and possessing a unique sense of humor, Bill could get a laugh without doing so at the expense of someone else. The world likes this kind and he should go places.

DONALD B. KIRKPATRICK
61 Thomas Street
Portland, Maine
Previous School: Bowdoin

"L.B." came to us from "down in Maine." He brought with him a variety of musical instruments, a wood-carving set, a collection of pipes, and many other miscellaneous items, plus a pleasing personality, a lot of wit, and even more common sense. His ability as a speaker and a story teller is unmatched, and it will be a long time before his classmates forget his classic illustration of impudence in Public Speaking class. He is best described by this quotation: "Born for success he seems."